Background {#Sec1}
==========

Acute kidney injury (AKI) is a common yet potentially fatal complication of illnesses among 1% of the community-based population, 8--15% of hospitalized patients, and up to 50% of critically ill patients admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) \[[@CR1]--[@CR5]\]. AKI carries increased risk of morbidity and mortality and adds to the healthcare cost, even in mild temporary form \[[@CR6]--[@CR11]\].

Although renal replacement therapy (RRT) remains the primary supportive management strategy for patients with severe AKI, it could also be associated with complications and adverse events \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\]. Despite improvements in RRT technology, it is still not clear whether the outcome of patients with AKI who require RRT has improved over the years \[[@CR7], [@CR15]\]. Earlier initiation of RRT may provide a better control of fluid and electrolyte balance, superior acid--base homeostasis, removal of uremic waste, and prevention of subsequent complications attributable to AKI \[[@CR16]\]. Furthermore, earlier RRT could potentially limit the kidney-specific and remote organ injuries due to fluid overload, electrolyte imbalance, and systemic inflammation \[[@CR17]\]. However, earlier RRT may also expose the patients to increased risks of hemodynamic instability, anticoagulation-induced bleeding, blood-stream infection, and even inflammatory or oxidative stress induced by the bio-incompatibility of the dialyzer membranes. In comparison, later initiation of RRT may allow more time for hemodynamic optimization prior to RRT, and it may avoid the need for RRT and its associated complications \[[@CR18]\].

In recent decades, the timing of RRT initiation has been evaluated in different population types (e.g., surgical or medical patients). Variability in the definitions of AKI and RRT timing has resulted in contradicting conclusions among the various studies \[[@CR19]--[@CR23]\]. Similarly, previous systematic analyses regarding the optimal timing of RRT initiation were unable to draw definitive conclusions owing to the scarcity of large-scale randomized controlled trials (RCTs), non-standardized triggers for RRT initiation, and heterogeneities of population and study design. In summary, while the observational studies tended to show more beneficial effects for earlier RRT, clinical trials were unable to replicate these findings \[[@CR24]--[@CR27]\]. Recently, two large RCTs showed contradictory results and attracted considerable attention from both clinicians and researchers. The first was a multicenter RCT by the AKIKI study group \[[@CR28]\], which showed no significant differences in 60-day mortality between early and delayed RRT groups. Another was the ELAIN trial, \[[@CR29]\] a single-center RCT that showed significant benefits in terms of 90-day mortality, renal function recovery, and hospital length of stay (LOS) among patients in the early RRT group. Although these two RCTs exhibited opposing results, they added value to the field of critical care. This systematic review is conducted to include all relevant RCTs related to the impact of the timing of RRT initiation among critically ill patients with moderate to severe AKI.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Search strategy and selection criteria {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------

In concordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines, we conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis to investigate the effect of earlier initiation of RRT on the outcomes of critically ill patients with AKI who require dialysis \[[@CR30]\]. We searched MEDLINE, PubMed, and EMBASE databases and identified the relevant articles published up to June 25, 2016, using Web of Science. We screened references by titles and abstracts and included related studies for further analysis. Case reports or case series, non-English articles, articles not focused on critically ill patients, studies consisting of pediatric patients, studies that did not present mortality data, and those that did not clearly define the timing of initiation of RRT were excluded. The keywords used for database search were provided in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1. We only included studies with randomized controlled designs in the final meta-analysis. Both abstracts and full papers were selected for quality assessment and data syntheses. We contacted the authors of abstracts for further details, if available.

Data extraction and synthesis {#Sec4}
-----------------------------

We extracted data regarding the year of publication and patient enrollment, leading author, the number of patients, and events from each article. When available, odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) from these RCTs were extracted. Other parameters for record included the type of patient setting (surgical/mixed/medical), criteria used for AKI diagnosis, cohort size, presence of sepsis, study quality, and the proportions of patients on mechanical ventilation. Two researchers (TSL and CCH) independently extracted the data, and a third investigator (VCW) resolved any disagreements between them.

Risk of bias assessment {#Sec5}
-----------------------

We assessed the risk of bias in the included articles using structured assessment tools. For RCTs, we use Cochrane review tools to access the risk of bias \[[@CR31]\]. We evaluated the adequacy of randomization and concealment, blinding, reporting of outcomes, sample size calculation, and disclosure of funding sources. We assessed the overall study quality according to current standards \[[@CR31], [@CR32]\].

Definition of earlier versus later RRT initiation {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------------------

The definition of earlier initiation of RRT varied substantially among included RCTs. In four of the included trials, initiation of RRT immediately after randomization was defined as "early" \[[@CR28], [@CR33]--[@CR35]\]. In two studies, early initiation was considered when RRT started in less than 12 h of admission to ICU, while in another study, authors used the serum BUN \> 70 mg/dL or creatinine \>7 mg/dL and the defining criteria for RRT initiation \[[@CR36], [@CR37]\]. One study compared prophylactic hemodialysis before surgery with standard care \[[@CR38]\]. In ELLAIN trial, early RRT was defined as initiation within 8 h of diagnosis of stage 2 AKI using the KDIGO classification \[[@CR29]\]. We included all definition of early dialysis based on each individual study design in order to evaluate the potential effect of early dialysis on the primary outcome; obviously, this leads to increased heterogeneity observed in our analysis.

Ascertainment of outcomes {#Sec7}
-------------------------

The primary outcome of interest was all-cause mortality, including in-hospital mortality and 30-, 60-, and 90-day mortality. We also evaluated RRT dependence after hospital discharge. The secondary outcomes were ICU or hospital LOS.

Statistical analyses {#Sec8}
--------------------

Owing to the significant heterogeneity among the enrolled studies, we used the random effects model. The overall summary risk ratios (RRs) and 95% CIs were calculated using the Mantel--Haenszel method. We characterized the heterogeneity with the *I* ^2^ and *τ* ^2^ statistic. A *p* value ≤0.05 was considered statistically significant. Sensitivity analyses were conducted for variables that could modify the effect of initiation time and mortality. In subgroup analysis, we performed meta-regression to assess the effect of interaction between variables and the timing of RRT initiation on mortality and RRT dependence. Funnel plots were drawn to evaluate the distribution of studies. Begg's rank correlation test and Egger's linear regression were used to assess the publication bias. We used STATA (version 13, Stata Corp. 2013. College Station, TX: Stata Corp LP), and Review Manager (RevMan) (version 5.2. Copenhagen: The Nordic Cochrane Centre, The Cochrane Collaboration, 2014) software for the meta-analysis.

Results {#Sec9}
=======

Study characteristics {#Sec10}
---------------------

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the flowchart of the literature search and selection process. We screened 13,468 abstracts, of which 174 were eligible for full-text reviews. A total of 51 studies including 9 RCTs and 42 cohort studies presented data on the timing of RRT initiation among critically ill patients with AKI. These nine RCTs were included in the meta-analysis (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The trials were conducted in Europe, Asia, and Canada between 2002 and 2016.Fig. 1Flowchart of study selection for meta-analysis. *RCT* randomized controlled trials Table 1Summary of included randomized controlled trialsReferencesPopulation settingStudy periodNationSites^1^Inclusion criteriaExclusion criterianMaleMean\
AgeModeSepsisEndpointCounts1Bouman \[[@CR53]\]MixedNot specifiedNetherlandMOliguria \<30 cc/h, shock with vasopressor supporteGFR \<30; cirrhosis obstructive AKI7142 (59%)68.4CRRTn/aIn-hospital mortalityI: 18/35C: 14/36In-ICU mortalityI: 13/35C: 10/3628-day mortalityI: 11/35C: 9/362Durmaz \[[@CR38]\]Surgicaln/aTurkeySn/an/a44n/an/aIHD2 (4.5%)In-hospital mortalityI: 1/20C: 7/163Sugahara \[[@CR33]\]Surgical1995--1997JapanSUrine output \< 30 cc/h or increase in SCr \> 0.5 mg/dL/dayPregnant\
Severe hepatic dysfunction (serum bilirubin level of 5.0 mg/dL or higher)\
Mental disorders Cancers2818 (64%)64.5CRRTn/a14-day mortalityI: 2/14C: 12/144Koo \[[@CR34]\]MixedNot specifiedKoreaSSevere sepsis or septic shockNot specified10262 (61%)62CRRT102 (100%)In-hospital mortalityI: 12/43C: 30/595Jamale \[[@CR37]\]Mixed2011--2012IndiaSSevere AKI with increasing BUN and SCr levelsNeeding urgent dialysis; Previous dialysis history\
Recovering AKI208141 (68%)42.4IHD44 (21%)In-hospital mortalityI: 21//102C: 13/1066Combes \[[@CR35]\]Surgical2009--2012FranceMPostoperative shock, needing high dose vasopressors or ECMO\<18 years old; pregnant; Enrolled into current or other trials previous RRT Weight \> 120 kg\
SAPSII \> 90224177 (79%)59.4CRRTn/aIn-hospital mortalityI: 50/112C: 44/112In-ICU mortalityI: 50/112C: 44/11230-day mortalityI: 40/112C: 40/11260-day mortalityI: 48/112C: 42/11290-day mortalityI: 51/112C: 43/1127Wald \[[@CR36]\]Mixed2013--2013CanadaMKDIGO AKI Stage 3, oliguria \> 12 h or NGAL \> 400 ng/mlWithdrawal of life support Intoxication\
RRT within the previous 2 months; renal obstruction, rapidly progressive glomerulonephritis, or interstitial nephritis; eGFR \< 30 ml/min per 1.73 m^2^ the passage of 48 h since doubling of baseline serum creatinine10072 (72%)63.1Mixed56 (56%)In-hospital mortalityI: 16/48C: 19/52In-ICU mortalityI: 13/48C: 16/5290-day mortalityI: 18/48C: 19/528Zarbock \[[@CR29]\]Surgical2013--2015GermanySKDIGO AKI stage 2eGFR \< 30 ml/min/1.732 m^2^ previous RRT\
AKI caused by permanent occlusion of renal artery or surgery\
Glomerular nephritis, interstitial nephritis, hemolytic uremic syndrome\
Pregnancy\
AIDS\
Heptorenal syndrome231146 (63%)67.0CRRT75 (32%)30-day mortalityI: 34/112C: 48/11960-day mortalityI: 43/112C: 60/11990-day mortalityI: 44/112C: 65/1199Gaudry \[[@CR28]\]Mixed2013--2016FranceMIschemic or toxic AKI and receiving invasive mechanical ventilation, catecholamine infusion or both, and AKIN Stage 3BUN \> 112 mg/dL\
Blood *K* \> 6.0 mmol/L\
A pH \< 7.15\
Acute pulmonary edema619405 (65%66.2Mixed483 (78%)30-day mortalityI: 129/311C: 134/30860-day mortalityI: 150/311C: 153/308*I* Intervention group, *C* control group, *RCT* randomized controlled trial, *S* single-center study, *M* multicenter study, *n/a* not available, *BUN* blood urea nitrogen, *SCr* serum creatinine, *ECMO* extracorporeal membrane oxygenator, *AKI* acute kidney injury

A total of 1627 critically ill patients who underwent acute dialysis were enrolled in the final analysis. Seven of the nine studies provided quantifiable results for RRT dependence during the follow-up period. Four trials recruited surgical patients only, and two of them enrolled patients undergoing coronary bypass surgery. The remaining five trials enrolled patients in the mixed surgical/medical ICU setting. Continuous renal replacement therapy (CRRT) was used as the modality of choice in five trials, and two trials used intermittent hemodialysis (IHD). The remaining studies utilized a mixture of the two dialysis modalities. Early high-volume hemofiltration was compared with the standard of care in one RCT. The quality of the included RCTs varied; most of the studies lacked sufficient information regarding participants or personnel blinding and concealment processes (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Fig. S1). We divided these studies into high or low quality, with 3 out of 6 domains of bias as the cutoff for the quality assessment tool. Publication bias was tested, and funnel plot was drawn. There was no obvious impact of study sample size with a *p* = 0.846 for Egger's test (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Fig. S2).

Primary outcomes {#Sec11}
----------------

Among the included trials, the pooled mortality rates were 38.7% (309 of 798) and 42.5% (352 of 829) in the groups of patients who underwent earlier and later RRT, respectively. Pooled estimates of included studies indicated no significant survival benefit in patients who underwent earlier RRT compared with those who underwent later RRT, with an RR of 0.88 (95% CI 0.68--1.14, *p* = 0.33) (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Substantial heterogeneity existed among studies, with an *I* ^2^ value of 64.6%, and Chi-square *p* = 0.004. In addition, there were no significant differences in the 30-, 60-, and 90-day mortality between groups with earlier and later RRT (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2Forest plot for all-cause mortality: all studies. *RCT* randomized controlled trials, *RRT* renal replacement therapy Fig. 3Forest plots for mortality in **a** 30 days, **b** 60 days, and **c** 90 days

In the subgroup analyses, there were no differences between patients who underwent earlier and later RRT in the majority of subgroups, with three exceptions. Notably, earlier RRT seemed to provide a survival benefit in surgical patients (RR 0.78, 95% CI 0.64--0.95), but not in patients in the mixed ICUs (RR 1.00, 95% CI 0.87--1.16). This is despite the fact that we found no substantial evidence of such differences when trials were stratified by the ICU setting (*p* = 0.31 for interaction). Besides, the survival benefit of earlier RRT initiation was also observed in the patients who started with CRRT (RR 0.80, 95% CI 0.66--0.95), but not in those who received mixed modalities (RR 1.01, 95% CI 0.86--1.17) or IHD (RR 1.15, 95% CI 0.66--2.01) (*p* = 0.43 for interaction) (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}; Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Fig. S3).Fig. 4Forest plot for all-cause mortality: in subgroups. *RCT* randomized controlled trials, *RRT* renal replacement therapy

Seven of the nine included RCTs reported information about RRT dependence. There was no statistically significant difference in the risk of RRT dependence between patients with earlier and later initiation of RRT, with a pooled RR of 0.81 (95% CI 0.46--1.42) (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). There was no evidence for heterogeneity with an *I* ^2^ value = 0% and Chi-square *p* = 0.748). In the subgroup analysis, there was no statistically significant difference in RRT dependence across different subgroups (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Fig. S4).Fig. 5Forest plot for RRT dependence: all studies. *RCT* randomized controlled trials, *RRT* renal replacement therapy

Secondary outcomes {#Sec12}
------------------

The mean weighted ICU LOS was 12.5 days (*n* = 604) in the earlier RRT group and 13.0 days (*n* = 614) in the later RRT group. The mean weighted hospital LOS was 29.4 days (*n* = 604) in the earlier RRT group and 31.3 days (*n* = 614) in the later RRT group. Pooled analysis demonstrated no significant differences in the ICU LOS and hospital LOS between the two groups, with a standard difference in the means of −0.08 day (95% CI −0.26 to 0.09) and −0.11 day (95% CI −0.37 to 0.16), respectively (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figs. S5, S6).

Discussion {#Sec13}
==========

In the current systematic review of nine RCT including 1627 critically ill patients with AKI, who received RRT, we did not find any significant survival benefits in patients who underwent earlier versus later RRT. A considerable heterogeneity across studies was observed. Furthermore, 30-, 60-, and 90-day mortality, dialysis dependence, and LOS in the hospital or ICU were not lower in patients who underwent earlier RRT in comparison with those who underwent later RRT. We noticed a lower mortality rate in the earlier RRT group only in postsurgical patients and among those who underwent CRRT.

In recent interventional studies, no survival benefits have been observed among different intensities \[[@CR39]\] and modalities of dialysis \[[@CR40]\]. The optimal timing of RRT initiation still remains debatable owing to the contradictory reports in the literature. To our knowledge, the current systematic review is the first to exclusively include most RCTs to address the issue of the timing of RRT initiation and evaluate its impact on patient survival and RRT dependence (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}) \[[@CR24]--[@CR27], [@CR41], [@CR42]\].Table 2Comparisons of meta-analyses evaluating timing of RRT initiation in AKI and patients outcomesPopulation settingEnrolled studiesOutcomesResults (benefit of early RRT)LimitationsCurrent studyMixed patients with AKI (*n* = 1627)Total nine RCTs. (publication date: 2002--2016)In-hospital mortality; RRT dependence, 30-, 60-, 90-day mortality after hospital discharge*All*: no significant advantage in survival (in-hospital, 30-, 60-, 90-day mortality) and RRT dependence\
*Subgroups*: Significant survival benefit in surgical patients and those started with CRRTHigh heterogeneity among studies, varied definitions of early RRTSeabra \[[@CR41]\]Mixed patients with AKI (*n* = 2378)Total 23 studies including 4 RCTs, 1 quasi-RCTs, 1 prospective study, 16 retrospective studies, and 1 single-arm study (publication date: 1961--2006)Mortality*RCTs* nonsignificant 36% reduction of mortality risk\
*Cohort studies* significant 28% reduction of mortality risk (with significant heterogeneity among cohort studies)\
*Subgroups* smaller studies (*n* \< 100) were more likely to show the benefit of early RRTPaucity of RCTs, varied definitions of early RRT, many small sized studies, publications biasKarvellas \[[@CR26]\]Mixed patients with AKI (*n* = 2684)Total 15 studies including 2 RCTs, 4 prospective studies, and 9 retrospective studies (publication period: 1999--2010)28-day mortality*All* significant 55% reduction of mortality risk (with significant heterogeneity)\
*Subgroups* survival benefit remains in subgroup analysis according to ICU type, study design, and illness severityVaried quality and high heterogeneity among studies Some studies were of small sample size Diverse definitions of early vs late RRTWang \[[@CR42]\]Mixed patients with AKI (*n* = 2955) About 50% studies involved surgical patientsTotal 15 studies including 3 RCTs, 2 prospective studies, and 10 retrospective studies (publication period: 1990--2011)Mortality*All* significant 29% reduction of mortality risk (with high heterogeneity)\
*Subgroups* significant reduction of mortality risk of 31% in CRRT and 74% in IHD (without evidence of heterogeneity)Many studies were of relative low quality, small sample size, diverse definitions of early vs late RRTLiu \[[@CR45]\]Surgical patients with AKI (after cardiac surgery) (*n* = 841)Total 11 studies including 2 RCTs and 9 retrospective studies (publication period: 1972--2011)28-day mortality; ICU LOSSignificant 71% reduction of 28-day mortality risk and 3.9 days shorter ICU LOS (with high heterogeneity among studies)Based on studies with various quality with very high heterogeneity of resultsWierstra \[[@CR24]\]Mixed patients with AKI (*n* = 1042)Total nine high-quality studies including 6 RCTs, 1 prospective study, and 2 retrospective studies (publication period: 2002--2015)1-month mortality; ICU/hospital LOS*All* no significant advantage in survival and ICU/hospital LOS\
*Subgroups* no advantage in survival and ICU/hospital LOSStatistically significant heterogeneity among studies Diverse definitions of early vs late RRTXu \[[@CR25]\]Mixed patients with AKI (*n* = 1257)Total six RCTs (publication period: 2002--2016)Mortality, renal recovery, composite endpointNo difference in mortality, renal recovery, composite endpointInsufficient number of studies included, some RCTs were relatively small, diverse definitions of early vs late RRT*AKI* acute kidney injury, *CRRT* continuous renal replacement therapy, *ICU* intensive care unit; *IHD* intermittent hemodialysis, *LOS* length of stay, *RCT* randomized controlled trial

Subgroup analyses {#Sec14}
-----------------

We hypothesized that using consensus AKI definitions, enrolling sepsis-associated AKI, differences in sample sizes and study qualities had high impacts on patient outcomes observed among different investigations. When we used different AKI definitions, septic AKI, and study quality for subgroup analyses, we found no difference between earlier versus later RRT initiation time.

We found survival benefit for earlier RRT initiation when CRRT was utilized. Previous studies including one meta-analysis showed no difference in mortality or RRT dependence between various dialysis modalities \[[@CR40], [@CR43]\], while other meta-analyses showed that the use of CRRT decreases mortality or RRT dependence \[[@CR42]\]. However, these findings largely were dependent on data from observational trials, which were potentially biased by allocation and the qualities were uncertain. Our analysis focused on RCTs, mostly with high qualities and appropriate randomization, and the results were more reliable. The possible mechanisms of the observed benefits from CRRT as the dialysis modality include gentler osmolar shifts, lower overall cumulative fluid balance, and clearance of inflammatory factors \[[@CR44]\]. Our study is not able to identify the reasons behind improved outcomes with CRRT, and further studies are warranted.

We also reported a survival benefit for postsurgical critically ill patients with AKI when they received "earlier" RRT. A meta-analysis showed that early initiation of RRT for patients with AKI after cardiac surgery improved mortality \[[@CR45]\]. Postoperative fluid overload in the surgical ICU is very common \[[@CR46]\], and these patients may benefit from the earlier removal of excessive fluid by RRT \[[@CR47], [@CR48]\]. Other supporting evidence came from the observation that compared to patients admitted to medical ICU, those admitted to the surgical ICU admissions at a greater risk for aggravation of cardiovascular, neurological, and respiratory diseases \[[@CR49]\]. The literature review indicated that following initial resuscitation in the postsurgical critical care setting, maintaining appropriate fluid balance through earlier RRT is clinically relevant \[[@CR50]\]. Unlike surgical patients who often suffer from single organ failure, the heterogeneity of medical ICU patients may limit the effect of a single intervention (in this case "earlier" RRT). Additionally, many surgical patients who undergo elective surgeries have undergone extensive preoperative evaluation and optimization which contributed to their better outcomes in comparison with those of medical ICU patients \[[@CR22]\].

In septic patients, earlier RRT was not found to be associated with improvement in mortality or RRT dependence. In this subgroup of patients, sepsis-associated AKI due to intrinsic renal lesions is only one part of the puzzle. Often, mortality in these patients correlates with various sepsis-induced inflammatory tissue damages and multi-organ failure \[[@CR51]\]. Therefore, a single intervention may not be able to show a significant change in ICU outcomes, such as mortality. Furthermore, the possible adverse effects of earlier RRT such as enhanced clearance of antibiotics, amino acids and nutrients and hypothermia may counteract the benefits of a timely RRT. Moreover, in some studies, earlier initiation of RRT showed deleterious effects on the outcomes of patients with severe sepsis and septic shock; in addition, no differences were detected in their plasma cytokine levels \[[@CR52]\]. Our results confirmed that earlier RRT initiation had no beneficial effects on the clinical outcomes of patients with sepsis-related AKI.

There have been previous systematic reviews consisting of a mixture of non-randomized cohort studies and a limited number of RCT regarding the optimal timing of RRT initiation \[[@CR26], [@CR27], [@CR41], [@CR42]\]. We were not able to confirm these reports in our systematic review. Previous studies concluded earlier RRT was associated with decreased mortality and RRT dependence in critically ill patients with AKI \[[@CR26]\]. Contrary to the previous reports, we did not find a significant effect of earlier RRT on either ICU or hospital mortality and LOS, and dialysis dependence. In our study, only patients who underwent CRRT or postsurgical patients showed benefits in terms of the mortality rate for earlier RRT initiation.

One of the differences between the current study and previous reports was the inclusion of RCTs only, including the two latest published RCT studies \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\], which accounted for the different results of our study from those of the previously studies \[[@CR24], [@CR26], [@CR27], [@CR41]\]. Prior meta-analyses that concluded survival benefit attributed to earlier RRT initiation relied heavily on data from retrospective cohort studies that may possess incomplete pre-intervention data, preexisting significant differences among groups and heterogeneous study designs. Furthermore, observational studies are more subject to the selection bias when compared with RCTs.

As we showed, there is a significant heterogeneity among the studies related to the timing of RRT initiation which may impact the results we found in this systematic analysis. There are some possible explanations for the discordance and heterogeneity among different studies. Using varied definitions of AKI and different AKI stage criteria for RRT initiation accounted for part of the observed heterogeneity. In the majority of previously reported cohort studies, the differences in pre-intervention study groups contributed to the heterogeneity of the results, making the systematic reviews difficult to interpret. Furthermore, "patients without RRT" were not used as "control" in cohort studies. As illustrated by the AKIKI trial \[[@CR28]\], the mortality in patients in the "delayed RRT" arm who never underwent RRT was lower than the mortality of patients who actually underwent RRT. Excluding patients who did not undergo RRT resulted in a significant bias. Another explanation is that compared with RCTs, observational studies (especially retrospective studies) are more subject to the selection bias. This highlights the critical need for a consensus definition of earlier versus later dialysis for the future studies and highlights the knowledge gap in the field. The STARRT-AKI study, a 2015 pilot trial that evaluated the feasibility and safety of early versus standard timing for starting RRT, will provide more evidence about the optimal timing of RRT initiation in AKI.

There are some limitations associated with our study. In our systematic review, we found no further information regarding the other factors associated with mortality; therefore, we cannot comment on the differences in the outcomes on the basis of a single intervention, i.e., earlier or later RRT initiation. Furthermore, no trial standardized the dialysis modality or dose delivered during RRT. We were not able to access the unpublished reports, which might have biased our results. Although our funnel meta-regression analysis showed a limited publication bias (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Fig. S2), the bias was always difficult to ascertain with a small sample number of the included studies. Finally, the definition of "earlier" RRT was variable and may have unduly influenced pooled effect estimates. As defined by traditional markers, RRT was initiated relatively late which may influence the effectiveness of the early treatment. Furthermore, in the majority of the enrolled studies, clinical patient care is individualized based on the discretion of the clinician. This would add to the heterogeneity of the studies and their results.

The strength of our present analysis rested on our extensive literature search on RCTs. We used standard Cochrane protocols and had the largest cumulative RCT study sample size in comparison with the previous reports. We only focused on the RCTs that had a reasonable quality with limited differential dropout based on the assigned treatment arm.

Conclusion {#Sec15}
==========

Compared to later initiation of RRT, earlier RRT initiation in critically ill patients with AKI does not decrease mortality and long-term RRT dependence and does not alter the length of hospital stay. Earlier initiation of CRRT and earlier RRT in postsurgical patients may be associated with improved mortality. Future large-scale, multicenter, prospective interventional trials are needed to delineate the characteristics of patients who benefit from earlier initiation of RRT.
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AKI

:   acute kidney injury

CI

:   confidence interval

CRRT

:   continuous renal replacement therapy

ICU

:   intensive care unit

IHD
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